September 19, 2017 Meeting Minutes – CYC

All members present

Minutes: Eden moved to accept, Macy 2nd

It was approved.

Introductions

Ellen Herring Teen Service Librarian

- Moved to end of meeting

City Birthday Party Report

- Eden, Macy and Anna attended
- Amazing success
- Ran out of materials

Recruitment

- Currently 8 members
- No need for heavy recruitment
- Only 1 more member
- Antonio will be late for a few months

Kindness Initiative

- January 22nd, 26th, 2018
- Video of kids in schools
- Make Snapchat story?
- Focus on Covington schools rather than district wide
- Make hashtags
- Free stuff? Get businesses to support project
- CYC assemblies at the schools
- Get key clubs and leadership involved
- Research ideas
- Incentive kindness acts?
- Show video on cable channel?
- Hashtag advice
  - Short and simple
  - Small incentives (Candy?)
    - At school lunches?
  - Keep to Facebook
- Competition between schools?
- End of kindness week party!
- No competition between elementary schools

** Homework: Think and research about how this week will go, and what it will look like.
Youth Council Positions
Chair, Vice Chair, Social Media Director, Event Chair, Event Co-Chair, Treasurer, Scribe, School Ambassador, Community Service Director.

Eden moves to vote, Anna 2\textsuperscript{nd}
Eden nominates Alex as chair, Anna 2\textsuperscript{nd}
Alex approved as chair
Niharkia Voted as vice chair
Alayna voted as social media director
Alex nominated, Macy 2\textsuperscript{nd}
Antonio voted as treasurer
Taye voted as school ambassador
Alex nominated, Macy 2\textsuperscript{nd}
Macy voted as event director
Anna voted as community service
Eden motions, Antonio 2\textsuperscript{nd}
Event co-chair left for remaining member

Volunteer opportunities
\begin{itemize}
\item Hallowteenn Dance Oct. 27\textsuperscript{th}
\item Tree Lighting Dec. 2\textsuperscript{nd}
\end{itemize}

Council reports at council meetings
\begin{itemize}
\item Niharika for September
\end{itemize}

Public Comments
\begin{itemize}
\item Chele
  \begin{itemize}
  \item Kitty council adoption event
  \end{itemize}
\item Antonio
  \begin{itemize}
  \item Backpack buddies
  \item Food sent home to students in need
  \end{itemize}
\item Antonio
  \begin{itemize}
  \item Donation garage sale
  \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

Teen Service Librarians
\begin{itemize}
\item Lots of resources from the libraries
\item Form a partnership with Ellen Herring
\item Needs a partnership agreement
\item Unanimous agreement to partner
\end{itemize}

Slogan and T-shirt next meeting

Adjourned